Abstract. In distributed environments, client-server, publish-subscribe, and peer-to-peer architecture styles are largely employed. However, style selection often remains implicit, relying on the designer's know-how regarding requirements. In this paper, we propose a framework to explicitly specify distributed architectural styles, as independent models of the application functionalities. To justify feasibility and further benefits of our approach, we formally define three classical distributed architectural styles in a process calculus. Our proposal then opens up the way to a systematic composition of functional models with architectural style models as an endogenous transformation. Comparative analysis of extrafunctional properties could then be proposed at the early design stages to guide the architect in stylistic choices.
Introduction
Architectural styles build up conventional structures for designing large systems at a software architecture level. Different architectural styles enforce different quality attributes for a system [1] . Within distributed systems, an application often relies on an architectural style which defines connections between application components (e.g. simple message interaction models, client-server, publishsubscribe, peer-to-peer). Most often, style selection remains implicit and tacit [2] , relying on the architect's know-how regarding requirements. Choosing an inappropriate architectural style can lead to major impacts on the properties of a system or application [3] . Moreover, extrafunctional properties such as security, performance, reliability or scalability are not easily grasped at an abstract description level. Such concerns thus tend to be forwarded to the end of the design process lifecycle, though they are rough to manage once a style has been selected and a system designed. They are however the critical selection criteria to better manage the development process, regarding system's internal and external properties.
Specifying a distributed system's software architecture classically requires to model architectural components and connectors, and some of their extrafunctional properties. However connectors, as communication mediums, are parts of distributed styles having their own comprehensive, intrinsic, and emergent properties. To manage extrafunctional properties at early design stages, we propose to specify distributed architectural styles independently of the functional model. By separating concerns in a framework, we then propose a model transformation corresponding to a composition of an abstract functional model with styles predefined in a repository. Functional and especially extrafunctional analysis could then be investigated to compare models and guide the architect faced with several distributed design alternatives. To justify the approach, we restrict to three common distributed styles descriptions in this paper, using structure diagrams and process calculus: client-server [4], publish-subscribe [5] and peerto-peer [6] . A distributed version control system with its functional model is proposed as a case study.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces our framework and proposes some common distributed architectural styles and their specifications using a process calculus. Section 3 presents an independent functional model and proposes a specification example on the version control system case study. The systematic composition of a functional model with an architecture style model is described in section 4 through the application example. Section 5 addresses extrafunctional properties integration in the framework, while section 6 presents related work. Finally, section 7 concludes this paper with a summary and an outline of further research.
A Framework with Distributed Architectural Styles
The motivation of the proposed framework presented in figure 1 is to guide the architect in choosing the right distributed architecture style in conformance with extrafunctional requirements. It follows a model driven engineering approach [7] and addresses the quality of the target system's software architecture for early design decisions. First, the designer specifies system functionality using 
